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● Pick an ingredient and find it in the Made Safe Chemical Profile list or EWG’s               
Guide to Cleaning Supplies and Your Health. Share the chemical and what            
you learned about that ingredient.  

 
1,4-Dioxane 
This substance is found principally in detergents and dish soap, however it is not an               
added ingredient, it is formed when certain chemicals and mixtures are together,            
therefore is considered as a contaminant. Some examples of chemicals that react            
unintentionally forming it are: Sodium laureth sulfate, PEG compounds (usually listed           
as “PEG” followed by a number) and chemicals that end in “eth”. 
 
Nowadays there is a major concern about 1,4-dioxane because it has been tested             
positive for a possible carcinogen by many laboratories. 
 
Source: https://www.madesafe.org/science/hazard-list/14-dioxane/  
 

● Now, find a safer alternative for your product (check out EWG’s top product             
list or another trusted company or database) and tell us what it is. Write why it                
might be a better pick.  

 
The MadeSafe company recommends using unscented castile soap as an          
alternative to avoid products that contain the chemicals mentioned before. 
 
Dr. Bronner's Pure-Castile Soap, Baby Unscented is an example of a better choice:             
according to the EWG’s Guide to Healthy Cleaning, this soap gives low concern             
about creating allergies, cancer, developing toxicity and there is relatively low risk of             
causing asthma (only under extreme circumstances). The product has green          
certifications, such as USDA Organic, Whole Foods Market Eco-Scale Rated and           
Certified Vegan. 
 
Ingredients:water, organic coconut oil, potassium hydroxide, organic palm kernel oil,          
organic olive oil, organic hemp oil, organic jojoba oil, citric acid and tocopherol. From              
the list, the only one labeled as other as low or lower concern is tocopherol, which                
can cause toxicity, damage to vision and general effects on skin. 
 
There is also a low concern about the environment, because in a large amount it can                
cause acute aquatic toxicity. 
 
The product also has two additional certifications: PETA Cruelty-free Companies and           
Leaping Bunny, that makes sure that no animals were used or damaged in the              
making of any product. 
Source: 
https://www.ewg.org/guides/cleaners/6117-DrBronnersPureCastileSoapBabyUnscen
ted/  
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Find a recipe for a DIY eco-friendly cleaning product. Then test it out! How does it                
compare to products you have used in the past?  
I tested out while cleaning my bedroom and it was amazing, not only I used less                
product to reach more surface but also made my nose really happy, because all              
these months I’ve been smelling clorox, which is not really good for your health even               
with all the cleaning benefits. I added lavender oil to the mixture and my bedroom               
smells awesome. I also really enjoy that I can feel safe knowing that it has the same                 
effect as other conventional cleaners but I am in charge of the ingredients used and               
can do it myself.  
 



 

 



 

 
 


